**Diversity 411**

*Diversity 411 is a series that will focus on developing leadership skills and addressing issues of diversity on campus and in the community.*

**September 19th**
12:00pm

*Race, Class, and Gender: Does it really matter?*

**October 3rd**
12:00pm

*Does Money buy happiness?*

**October 17th**

*I heart Boobies: The sexual phenomena of the Breast Cancer Awareness Campaigns*

**October 31st**
12:00pm

*The impact of dressing like others: Can it be racist, sexist, homophobic, etc?*

**November 14th**
12:00pm

*The Power of Politics: Post elections- What matters more: image or content*

**November 28th**
12:00pm

*The impact of Modern Segregation on Diversity at Chico*

All programs are scheduled to take place in the CCLC (Meriam Library 172, Across from the BMU Marketplace)

For more information, please contact:

Meriam Library 172 | 530.898.4101 | cultural@csuchico.edu